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Locations
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Bristol Beacon Tower
Bars, bistros and Bambalan on the doorstep, the best rooftop terrace in Bristol and views over the vibrant harbourside. 


Explore
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Bristol Redcliffe Way
Set over 6 floors in the Redcliffe area, just a stone's throw from Bristol Temple Meads - arguably the best coworking space in Bristol.


Explore









Memberships

Full-time office
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Part-time office
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Dedicated desk 
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Hot desk 
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Meeting room 
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Event space 
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Virtual office 
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Meeting roomsContact us
Book a tourMember login









[image: ]The flexiest workspace in Bristol
Explore memberships



Looks like work, feels like fun: this is hybrid working 2024

Award-winning, flexible work space for teams and freelance peeps




Choose what works for you

Our memberships are utterly flexible, completely affordable and with all the essentials sorted, including unlimited tea and coffee. Yes, unlimited, there is an option for everyone. Whether you’re a freelancer, small team or bigger, our workspaces will rocket you towards productivity and success.
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Private offices

Fully serviced, customisable workspace for the team to call home for all or part of the week.

Explore private offices
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Dedicated desks

Arguably the best of both worlds. The buzz of the coworking community and a space to call your own.

Explore dedicated desks
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Hot desks

Let’s get flexy. Drop in for a day or two, or grab a monthly membership. Perfect for freelancers and satellite team members.

Explore hot desks
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Meeting rooms

Bag a meeting room for up to 16 people, bookable by the day or hour.

Explore meeting rooms
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Event space

Host your next event, meet-up or workshop in a vibrant workspace. The coffees are on us.

Explore event space
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Virtual office

Put your business on the map at one of our workspaces. 


Explore virtual offices
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Discover the DeskLodge difference
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"Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Suspendisse varius enim in eros elementum tristique. Duis cursus, mi quis viverra ornare, eros dolor interdum nulla, ut commodo diam libero vitae erat."

Name Surname
Position, Company name
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"Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Suspendisse varius enim in eros elementum tristique. Duis cursus, mi quis viverra ornare, eros dolor interdum nulla, ut commodo diam libero vitae erat."
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Our workspaces
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📍 Beacon Tower

🏢 Set in an iconic building in the heart of Bristol’s vibrant harbourside.
☀️ The best rooftop terrace in Bristol.
🍹 Bars and bistros on the doorstep.
🤝 A thriving community atmosphere.

🎨 Finished in DeskLodge's signature style.

View location
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📍 Redcliffe Way

🏢 Our flagship workspace spans over 6 floors.
🚉 Just a short stroll from Temple Meads station.
🍴 Food markets & Whapping Wharf nearby.
🤝 A buzzing community atmosphere.
🎨 Finished in DeskLodge's signature style.

View location



Book a tour






The word on the street
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Download BrochureDownload AppGet 2 free days ✨
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Subscribe
By subscribing you agree to with our Privacy Policy and provide consent to receive updates from our company.
Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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